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Additions to SAP Administration—
Practical Guide 

The following is supplementary information on Chapters 2, 6, 8, and 19 of SAP 
Administration—Practical Guide by Sebastian Schreckenbach. 

SAP System Administration

Two aspects of SAP system administration are presented here in addition to 
Chapter 2.

Executing Reports and Programs  

SAP system administrators must execute certain reports and programs directly as 
part of their daily tasks. For this, Transaction SA38 (ABAP Program Execution) is 
provided. You activate programs manually by following these steps:

Enter “SA38” in the 1. Transaction   command box, and press the [Enter] key.

Enter the program name or report that you want to execute, for example, 2. 
“RSPARAM” in the Program fi eld. To activate the program or report, click on 
Execute ( ).

Executing Programs

Be careful when you execute reports or programs because they may have an impact on 
the system and can change it. Make sure that you execute the correct program. You 
shouldn’t execute any program without knowing precisely what its impact may be.
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The program is activated. Another selection screen appears that depends on the 3. 
program’s content. Click again on Execute ( ).

The program or the report is executed. The profi le parameters are displayed in 4. 
the following example. Exit the program via Back ( ).

Alternative Transaction for Executing ABAP Programs

You can also execute programs and reports using the ABAP Editor  (Transaction SE38 ). 
You can also display the source code there.

For security reasons, Transaction SE38 should only be reserved for developers. If neces-
sary, special users should only obtain authorizations for Transaction SA38 .

Additions to SAP Administration—Practical Guide
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SAP System Administration

Displaying Table Contents   

Sometimes it’s necessary or helpful to display the contents of SAP tables, for 
example, to check system settings or to analyze mass data. Using Transaction SE16 
(Data Browser), you can display table contents. Follow these steps:

Enter “SE16” in the 1. Transaction  command box, and press the [Enter] key (or 
select Tools • ABAP Workbench • Overview • SE16—Data Browser in the 
standard SAP menu).

Enter the table in the 2. Table Name fi eld, the contents of which you want to 
display (for example, “USR02”). Click on Table Contents ( ).

You can restrict the data to be displayed in the selection screen. Then click on 3. 
Execute ( ).

Selection Criteria

You can use (nearly) all fi elds of a table as selection criteria. You can display additional 
selection fi elds via the Settings • Fields for Selection menu path.
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The data appears. Table contents, for example, can also be transferred to Micro-4. 
soft Excel or downloaded to the local PC via Transaction SE16. To do this, click 
on Spreadsheet ( ).

For very large tables, the display of data can block many system resources. Therefore, 
the maximum number of hits is usually restricted to 200 table entries by default. 
This results in the table contents not being completely displayed. 

In the selection screen, you can customize the entry to your requirements in the 
Maximum No. of Hits fi eld, if required. Before you execute the query, you should 
check the number of table rows using the Number of Entries button so that you 
don’t place an unnecessary high load on the system.

Authorization for Transaction SE16

Transaction SE16 poses a risk to the security of your data because a huge volume of 
enterprise data could be stolen via the data download. The authorization for Transaction 
SE16 should therefore only be assigned in a restrictive way.
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Recovery and Backup

Recovery and Backup

This section looks at further aspects of recovery and backup in addition to Chapters 
6 and 8.

Recovery Models 

The procedure for backup and recovery is primarily determined by the recovery 
model selected for the database. This recovery model is individually specifi ed for 
each database. 

The recovery model can be changed at any time and without any interruption to 
the operation. Table 1 shows the models available.

Recovery Process Full Mass-Logged Simple

Data recovery Complete recovery Risk of data loss All data since 
the last full or 
differential backup 
is lost.

Recovery at a 
specifi c time

Each period 
covered by the log 
backups 

Not permitted if 
the log backup 
contains mass-
logged changes

Not supported

File recovery Full support Possible Available only 
for read-only 
secondary fi les

Recovery ModelsTable 1 
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Recovery Process Full Mass-Logged Simple

Page recovery Full support Possible None

Gradual recovery 
(fi le group level)

Full support Possible Available only 
for read-only 
secondary fi les

Table 1 Recovery Models (Cont.)

The conclusion is that the full range of recovery options is only available if the Full
recovery model is selected. The following rules apply:

The complete recovery model is chosen for all databases where data loss must EE

be minimized as far as possible. 

The simple recovery model is suitable for databases where only few changes EE

are made.

The mass-logged recovery model is appropriate if a logging reduced with respect EE

to the complete recovery model is acceptable in very comprehensive insertion 
and change processes. Generally, the mass-logged recovery model is only tem-
porarily activated.

Backup Devices 

SQL Server can save either on a hard disk area or on tape. Data are saved on backup 
devices that can be created in the Management Studio. The respective node can be 
found below Server Objects/Backup Devices.
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Recovery and Backup

The system doesn’t require more than the device name and path to create a backup 
path. No network disk drives can be specified as paths but only block level devices 
(for example, local disk drives or memory systems connected via FibreChannel or 
iSCSI).

When you execute a backup, you don’t necessarily need to use a backup device 
created here. Instead, you can specify a file path or a tape device. This doesn’t make 
any difference from the technical point of view The advantage of using defined 
backup devices is that they have considerably better administration options. You 
can, for example, display the saved backup records in the properties of an already-
created backup device.

Backup Types

You’re already familiar with the complete, differential, and transaction log backup 
from Chapter 6. This section now describes special cases and strategies that combine 
the various backup types.

Combinations of Backup Types

Of course, it’s inconvenient when frequent transaction log backups mean that 
you have to import dozens or perhaps even hundreds of backups when an error 
occurs. With regard to respective requirements, it could be extremely interesting 
to combine the differential and the transaction log backup.

In this case, the full backup, the
last differential backup, and the
last transaction log backup must

be imported.

Data Idle Time: 2h

08:00 09:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00

Differential Backups

Full Backup

Transaction Log
Backups
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The transaction log backups are supplemented by differential backups that are EE

executed at regular intervals. Unlike mapping, considerably more transaction log 
backups are likely to be run between the differential backups in the real world. 
For reasons of clarity, this section doesn’t describe the aforementioned aspect.

With regard to recovery, the following backups must be imported in this EE

scenario:

All transaction log backups (including the tail log, if it exists) to the most EE

recent differential backup

The most recent differential backupEE

The full backupEE

As a result of this combination of differential and transaction log backup, you can 
ensure that the number of backups to be imported in the recovery case remains 
manageable despite a high backup frequency.

Restricting the Complexity of Backup Strategies

Ensure that the backup strategies aren’t too complex. Even when the strategy is well-
conceived and refined, it may not be purposeful and fit for use. 

Therefore, always plan with a view to a recovery process: You must be able to execute 
the recovery quickly—it shouldn’t be necessary to reimport a huge volume of transac-
tion log backups. At the same time, you should be able to execute the recovery without 
having to spend a lot of time thinking about it.

Special Case Tail Log Backup 

There may be situations in which the database is faulty or is no longer available 
as a result of a hard disk crash. If the transaction log still exists, you don’t need to 
return to the last time when the last backup was executed. Instead, you can recover 
the database either at the current time or at any other time. The prerequisite is that 
you execute a tail log backup. 

The existing transaction log that contains the changes since the last transaction log 
backup is called a tail log.
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Recovery and Backup

If the SQL server itself is still running, also in the case of a database that can no 
longer be activated, it can still execute a backup of the transaction log. You therefore 
obtain a transaction log backup that also contains the most recent changes. The 
best-case scenario is that the data loss is almost zero. 

Database Backups versus File and Partial Backups

In most cases, you’ll work with a database backup. In a database backup (as the 
name already suggests), the complete database is saved irrespective of how many 
files and file groups the database contains. 

For very large databases consisting of several database files, you have the option to 
specifically save individual files. You can’t start directly with one individual database 
file. There are however several good reasons to run these backups.

It’s possible that you can’t save large databases completely. You can therefore EE

execute the backup in several steps.

With regard to recovery, there is a considerable improvement in special cases. EE

If only one file needs to be recovered in a database consisting of several files, 
you can recover this file without having to recover the complete database. This 
might occur with partial hard disk errors.

If read-only files or file groups exist in a large database, you waste a great deal EE

of valuable time constantly saving these file groups that can’t be changed. 

The disadvantage of file backups is that a significantly greater amount of adminis-
tration effort is needed. In the full recovery model, the total volume of saved data 
along with transaction logs corresponds to a full backup. However, it’s not only 
one backup but several. There is also the risk that a database can’t be recovered if 
there is no file backup.

Follow these steps if you want to initiate a data backup using the graphical 
interface:

Activate the normal backup dialog. 1. 

Select the 2. Files and Filegroups option as Backup Component. 

You then have the option to select the components to be saved.3. 
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There’s still a term that needs to be mentioned in this context, namely partial 
backup  . A partial backup contains all fi les of the primary fi le group, all read/write 
fi le groups, and optional read-only fi le groups. To activate such a partial backup, you 
are provided with the READ_WRITE_FILEGROUPS option for the backup instruction. 
The full defi nition of the call therefore looks as follows:

BACKUP DATABASE database_name READ_WRITE_FILEGROUPS [ , FILEGROUP = { 
logical_filegroup_name | @logical_filegroup_name_var } [ ,...n ] ] TO 
<backup_device> 

There is no setting option in the graphical interface that corresponds to the 
READ_WRITE_FILEGROUPS option. If you know the confi guration of the fi le groups, 
you can of course select the read/write fi le groups manually.
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Recovery and Backup

Using Database Backups

As already mentioned, database backups can provide very valuable support when you 
save and recover data in large scenarios. If you prefer to work with smaller and medium-
sized databases, you should use the database backup. Don’t make life unnecessarily 
complicated for yourself.

Copy Backups

Different backups usually have an impact on each other:

A full backup serves as a basis for subsequent differential or transaction log EE

backups.

A differential backup, together with the associated full backup, is a basis for EE

transaction log backups.

A transaction log backup serves as a basis for subsequent transaction log EE

backups.

To some extent, backups not only have an impact on a subsequent recovery pro-
cedure but also on the transaction logs directly:

For databases that run in the simple recovery model, a full backup results in the EE

truncation of the transaction log.

In the complete and mass-logging recovery model, the same model is truncated EE

following a transaction log backup.

If you want to carry out a backup “out of sequence,” which doesn’t impact the recov-
ery procedure, you can run a copy backup. Such an application case could be, for 
example, saving the current dataset to use in a test and development database.

Make a copy backup from a backup when you work with Management Studio by 
activating the Copy-only Backup checkbox. If you work with the command field, 
specify the COPY_ONLY option, that is, BACKUP LOG database_name TO <backup_device>  
… WITH COPY_ONLY ….

Copy Backup

Note that a copy backup can’t be used as a differential basis (the full backup on which 
differential backups build).
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Tape Management

In addition to Chapter 6, this section now describes the aspect of tape management 
as part of the backup strategy.

A well-underestimated aspect of the backup strategy is the management of backup 
tapes. A faulty tape from which the last full backup of the database is to be recovered 
will unnecessarily prolong a complete disaster recovery. You then have to access the 
next-to-last full backup and reconstruct the section up to the faulty backup using 
the transaction logs, which takes a lot of time.

You should therefore carefully handle your backup tapes. If in doubt, ask the manu-
facturer of your tapes how to use them. Ask your tape suppliers particularly about 
the maximum lifetime of your tapes. This lifetime is usually specified in cycles. 
Keep in mind that a backup with check corresponds to two cycles: one cycle for the 
backup, the other for the check. You should destroy the tapes if they have reached 
their maximum lifetime so that they are not further used by mistake.

The following section explains what else you need to be aware of with regard to 
security administration. 

Tracking and Documenting 

You must track and document the tapes so that they are easy to relocate at any 
time. You must therefore take into consideration the following aspects, which will 
now be described in more detail. 

LabelingEE

TrackingEE

HandlingEE

Requirements with regard to retention periodEE

Labeling

The tapes should be clearly labeled. Use one of the many methods available. Three 
simple examples are listed in this section. Two of these methods are used by SAP 
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Tape Management

and are important when you use the DBA Planning Calendar (Transaction DB13) 
to plan your backup. Backup management systems of third parties can assign their 
own tracking number for the labeling. In such cases, you must copy the labeling, 
which is pre-assigned by the software.

Example 1

A naming convention made up of five characters is used by the DBA Planning 
Calendar in a Microsoft SQL Server database. Each labeling contains the following 
data:

Backup contentEE

R = SAP database or transaction logs EE

M = msd database EE

S = master databaseEE

C = combinationEE

Backup typeEE

L = transaction log EE

D = databaseEE

F = fileEE

G = file groupEE

+ = differentialEE

Day of the month (01–31)EE

Parallel or sequential backup (P or S)EE

Example: Sample Labeling

CD06S _=

C (combination) + D (database) + 06 (6th day of the month) + S (sequential)

Example 2

A naming convention made up of six characters is used by SAPDBA and BRBACKUP 
(Oracle). Each labeling contains the following data:
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System ID <SID>EE

Backup content: EE

B = databaseEE

A = logEE

O = operating system filesEE

Current tape number    EE

(This number is a current tape number that begins with 1 and is independent 
of the current date.)

Example: Sample Labeling

PRDB25 =

PRD (production database) + B (Brbackup/database) + 25 (tape number 25)

Example 3

This method provides more information and is less restrictive with regard to the 
length of the labeling. Each labeling contains the following data:

System ID <SID>EE

Backup content: EE

db = databaseEE

tl = transaction logEE

os = operating system filesEE

Day of the monthEE

Several tape indicators for one day (can be omitted if only one tape is being EE

used)

Example: Sample Labeling

PRD-db-06-a =

PRD (production database) + db (database) + 06 (6th day of the month) + a (tape “a”, 
the first tape)

If the DBA Planning Calendar isn’t used, additional codes can be used for all referred 
naming conventions to specify additional file types that are saved. In the case of 
BRBACKUP, the length of the labeling is restricted to eight characters.
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Tape Management

Besides the naming conventions, a labeling using another color can be chosen for 
each system. Using different colors makes it easier to search for tapes.

One example for different color assignment:

PRD = orangeEE

QAS = greenEE

DEV = whiteEE

Specify an appropriate naming convention for your system landscape and a color 
key if required.

Tracking

The storage location and the usage of tapes must be entered and documented so 
that you can easily locate them if required. You should track and document the 
tapes when you change their storage location and in the following situations:

When the tapes are usedEE

If the tapes are sent to a data memory location outside the enterprise’s storage EE

location

If the tapes return to the enterprise’s locationEE

If the tapes are brought to a new locationEE

To better track and locate the backups, you log the following:

Date of the backupEE

DatabaseEE

Tape numberEE

Number of the data memory system at the enterprise    EE

(Some data memory enterprises label the tapes with their own labeling so that 
they can be tracked internally.)

Tape number of the backup of files at operating system levelEE

Date of dispatch to other locationEE

Date of returnEE

Table 2 shows an example.
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Date Data Carrier 
Identification

Purpose Remarks Labeling 
of Data 
Memory 
System

Sent Returned

5/20/2010 PRDB01 Database X7563 5/20/2010 5/30/2010

9/13/2010 PRDO23 Operating 
system

X7564 9/13/2010 9/29/2010

Logging BACKUPSTable 2 

Handling

Only transport the tapes in a protected container. You can then avoid any damage 
to the tapes and any possible data loss due to damage caused by transportation. For 
each tape, there should be a foam-protected compartment in the container.

Transporting Tapes

For a small enterprise, transport tapes in a plastic toolbox equipped with specially fitted 
foam. Moreover, plastic has the advantage that it can’t be magnetized.

You should use two containers. You can collect the tapes to be sent to another 
location in one container and keep the new backup tapes in the other. 

When you replace the tapes, take the following into account to avoid any 
confusion.

Avoid replacing several tapes at the same time.EE

Always adhere to the same procedure:EE

Remove the tape from the tape drive.EE

Place the tape into the designated container.EE

Remove the next tape from the drive and place it into the container.EE

After you’ve removed all tapes in this way, you insert the new tapes one EE

after the other.
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Tape Management

Track precisely which tapes have been used, sent, or are to be inserted into the drives.

You can easily insert the wrong tape into a drive by mistake and consequently destroy 
a recent backup or prevent the next backup.

If you use pre-initialized tapes, you must use the tape designated for the respective 
day. Otherwise, the backup program ejects the tape. The backup program reads the 
tape header based on the initialization information (including the tape labeling) 
and compares it with the next labeling of the sequence. 

If a tape is initialized, some programs write an expiration date to the tape. The 
same program can’t overwrite the tape again before the expiration date is reached. 
However, the program can be overwritten using another program that ignores the 
tape head.

Requirements with Regard to Retention Period

The retention periods of data are regulated by legislation. Ask your legal department 
for national or state regulations on data storage. You should also ask the account-
ing department, external auditors, and consultants about how you can conform to 
these regulations. These stipulations should then be documented.

The specified data storage isn’t only an onerous duty but also practical if you are 
unable to recover an older backup. If an upgrade has respectively been implemented 
twice since the last backup for the operating system, database, and the SAP system, 
it’s very unlikely that you can recover the backup at a reasonable cost—if indeed 
at all.

The retention periods are connected with your backup cycle. It’s important to have 
several generations of full backups and logs for the following reasons:

If the database has been damaged in any way, you need to access the last full EE

backup before the damage emerges. 

If the last full backup is damaged, you must access the next-to-last backup and EE

update the database using the logs. 

You may need to go further back in time depending on when the database was EE

damaged.
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Because the SAP system is an online real-time system, you must use all logs that 
have been created since the full backup to recover and update the database. If a 
long period has elapsed between the last backup and the recovery of the database, 
the number of logs can be very significant. Therefore, the number of logs is a 
practical restriction of the options available to use backups for recovery that date 
back a long time.

Recommendations

Independent of the retention periods regulated by law, the following minimum 
retention period of tapes is recommended:

If you run a full backup of the database every day, retain at least the backups of EE

the past two weeks along with the associated logs.

If you run a complete backup every week, retain the last three backups along EE

with the logs.

Retain special backups (month-end, end of quarter, year-end, and so on) for EE

a longer period of time. You can obtain accurate information from your legal 
department or from your auditors.

Even if a backup or archive tape is damaged or destroyed, the database can still be 
recovered via an appropriate tape retention period. 

Defining Retention Periods

System administrators can’t define tape retention periods themselves. To determine the 
retention periods, system administrators must contact those departments concerned, 
such as the accounting and legal departments. The system administrator certainly has a 
say in the determination of retention periods but not in the final decision. This decision 
must be documented. The standard SAP retention period is 28 days.

Storage

When you store tapes, you must differentiate between internal and external 
storage. 
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Internal Storage

Internal storage means that the tapes have to be stored at the same location where 
the data center is situated. Tapes should be stored according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions.

Avoiding Magnetic Fields

It’s important that there are no magnetic fields at the location. This can happen faster 
than you think. A vacuum-cleaner motor or a large electrical motor on the other side of 
the wall, on which the tapes are stored, can produce a magnetic field that is sufficient 
to damage the tapes.

All associated tapes should also be stored together. All tapes that you use to execute a 
daily backup should be handled as a set. These include backups of the following:

DatabaseEE

LogsEE

Operating system filesEE

Tapes and files of a set must also be recovered as a set. 

External Storage

An external storage location is physically separated from the SAP data center, for 
example, another building or other premises. The tapes are secure in an external 
storage location in case your location be destroyed. Appropriate protection depends 
on the severity of the anticipated emergency situation:

It’s sufficient to store tapes in another building on the same premises when EE

the disaster recovery is restricted to the building in which the data center is 
located.

If the disaster extends to a whole area or an entire region, for example, in the EE

case of flooding, adequate protection is only guaranteed when the tapes are 
stored at a location situated several miles away.

The risk must be assessed for each location specifically relating to the region and 
the building. Data can be externally stored either at the enterprise location or at 
a commercial data memory enterprise. The external storage location should be 
certified respectively.
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Sending Tapes to External Storage Locations

Send the tapes to the external storage location immediately after you’ve completed the 
backup. If an emergency situation arises in the data center, the tapes are affected in other 
respects, and the backup was futile. The same applies to tapes on which the logs have 
been saved. If destroyed, all information since the last backup is lost.

Additional Functions in the SAP Support Portal

For the sake of completeness and in addition to Chapter 19, this section describes 
additional functions of the SAP Support Portal, which you may need to use as the 
administrator. Among these are the following:

Administration of portal users (S users)EE

Registration of developersEE

Registration of objectsEE

Via the additional functions, you can request license keys, development naming 
spaces, and migration keys centrally in the SAP Support Portal for your system 
landscape or software, and you can order consulting services. This section doesn’t 
describe these aspects in detail. You can however easily derive the procedure from 
the following examples.

Managing Users

To log on to the SAP Support Portal, you need a portal user (an S user). These users 
are managed in the SAP Support Portal and are completely independent of the user 
administration within your SAP systems. 

If this is included in your task area, create new users in the SAP Support Portal and 
manage their authorizations.

Creating Users

Follow these steps to create a new S user:

Log on to the SAP Support Portal, and click on 1. Data Maintenance • User 
Data.
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Maintaining System Data

In the Data Maintenance • System Data view, you can maintain the technical data of 
your system landscape. This information is important, for example, for error analysis of 
SAP data when you have created a customer message.

Select the 2. Request new User link. 
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Fill out the request form, and click on 3. Save.

SAP now processes the user request. After access has been set up, the employee 
receives his S-user identifi cation and password by email.

Assigning Portal Authorizations

The SAP Support Portal has its own concept for the assignment of authorizations. 
You can then determine the scope of actions to be implemented for a user within the 
SAP Support Portal. For example, you can allow a user to create customer messages 
and establish service connections. However, the user isn’t allowed to register any 
developers. You therefore maintain the authorizations of portal authorizations:

Log on to the SAP Support Portal, and navigate to 1. Data Maintenance • User 
Data. Click on Search and Maintain Users.
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Restrict the user search via the fi elds provided, and click on 2. Search.

The found users are displayed. Click on the link in the 3. User ID column.
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A new browser window opens. Here you can maintain the data stored on the 4. 
user and change the password. To manage the authorization data, select the 
Authorizations tab.
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Click on 5. Edit.

You can assign or withdraw authorizations using the authorization table. When 6. 
you’ve fi nished the confi guration, click on Save.
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Maintaining Portal Authorizations

The authorizations for portal functions (Authorization Objects column) can be defi ned 
to different extents using various criteria (for example, customer or installation number). 
To add another authorization, activate the checkbox. The criteria for defi nition are 
automatically called.

You change the settings of existing authorizations by clicking on the link in the Autho-
rization Objects column.
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The authorization data is saved, and the change becomes immediately effective. 
Keep in mind that you need specifi c portal authorizations to maintain user data and 
authorizations. Your responsible superadministrator may possibly have to assign 
these authorizations to you fi rst of all. If you don’t know who you need to contact, 
select the SAP System Administrator in your Company link in the SAP Support 
Portal under Data Maintenance • User Data.

Registering Developers

A programmer requires a developer key to create or change objects in an SAP 
system. You can therefore restrict who has access to programming objects in your 
SAP system and can trace who has made a change to the system. 

Developers are registered in the SAP Support Portal. A developer key is generated 
immediately upon registration and can be entered in the SAP system. You only need 
to carry out this process once for each installation. The developer key is requested 
in the system when the programmer wants to implement a respective action.

By this point in time, the developer will contact you to obtain a developer key. To 
register a developer in the SAP Support Portal, follow these steps:

Call the SAP Support Portal, click on 1. Keys & Requests, and then click on SSCR 
Keys.
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Additional Functions under Keys & Requests

You can, for example, request license of migration keys in this window or software and 
request services (consulting services). 

Click on 2. Register Developer.

Enter the user identifi cation from your SAP system in the 3. User ID(s) fi eld. Activate 
the installation number under Select Installations to which the respective 
system belongs. You can select several user IDs and installations respectively. 
Click on Register.
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The developer key is generated and displayed.4. 

Send the developer key to your programmer. He can now enter it as an access key 
and is now registered in all systems of the respective installation.

Table for Developer Key in SAP System

The access keys entered in an SAP system are saved in the Table DEVACCESS.
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Registering Objects

When you change an SAP object, for example, a program or a table, this change 
must be registered in the SAP Support Portal.  The registration of objects enables you 
to trace which SAP objects have been changed by the customer. This is particularly 
important for your guarantee or support requirement: When you change an SAP 
object and problems occur as a result, it may possibly be your responsibility to 
solve the problem. If the object hasn’t been changed and problems occur, however, 
it’s SAP’s responsibility to solve the problem. 

If you modify an SAP object, the following registration dialog window appears.

Write down this data because you need it to register the object. To register the 
object in the SAP Support Portal, follow these steps:

Call the SAP Support Portal, select the 1. Keys & Requests • SSCR Key menu path, 
and click on the Register Object button.

You have two options to enter the object to be registered:2. 

Insert the object from the registration dialog window via the copy-and-paste EE

function in the PgmID Type Object name fi eld, and click on Check. The 
selection fi elds are then fi lled automatically.

Enter the data from the registration dialog window manually in the EE Base 
release (for example, “701”), PgmID (for example, “R3TR”), Type (for example, 
“PROG”), and Object name (for example, “PFCG_TIME_DEPENDENCY”) 
fi elds.

Then click on Register.
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The registration key is created and displayed immediately. 3. 

The developer now enters the object key into the Access Key fi eld in the Register 
Object dialog window. Now the programmer can fi nally modify the SAP object.
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